Abstract. To effectively extract rolling bearing fault feature under variable conditions, a hybrid method based on order tracking and EEMD is proposed in this paper. This method takes the advantages of order tracking, ensemble empirical mode decomposition and 1.5 dimension spectrum. Firstly, order tracking is used to transform the time domain non-stationary vibration signal to angular domain stationary signal. Secondly, ensemble empirical mode decomposition is performed to decompose the angular domain stationary signal into a series of IMFs, and select the IMF in which the largest vibration energy occurs as the characteristic IMF. Thirdly, 1.5 dimension spectrum is further employed to analyze the characteristic IMF, and extract the fault features from background noise. The proposed method is applied to analyze the experimental vibration signals, and the analysis results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method under variable conditions.
Introduction
Rolling bearing is widely used in rotating machinery, such as gas turbines, generators, and aircraft engines. Therefore, the fault diagnosis of rolling bearing is of great significance in industry and has attracted more and more attention.
Most researches usually consider the same rotating speed or rotating speed slight change as stationary processes. In fact, rolling bearing frequently is under variable conditions especially during the speeding up or speeding down [1] . Since traditional techniques in diagnosis mostly cater for stationary processes, it therefore will not produce satisfactory results when applied to nonlinear systems or variable conditions [2] . Nowadays, more and more researchers focus on variable conditions problem. Zhao The vibration signals measured from rolling bearing usually are complex and non-stationary with heavy background noise, and the useful characteristics of rolling bearing faults are hidden in the background noise. Especially in the early stages of fault development, the characteristic information is too weak to detect [6] [7] . So the detection of the characteristics of weak faults in rolling bearing from the background noise is still a big challenging task. Order tracking is an important method for fault diagnosis under variable conditions [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Order tracking has been further developed, such as Gabor order tracking [13] . Ensemble empirical mode decomposition has many advantages and has been applied in many scientific fields [14] [15] [16] [17] . Get several intrinsic mode functions by EEMD, then the vibration fault feature was separated by enveloping demodulation method [18] . 1.5 dimension spectrum can extract fault characteristic frequencies from background noise or weak signal [19] .
In this paper, a novel hybrid method based on order tracking, EEMD and 1.5 dimension spectrum is proposed in order to extract rolling bearing fault feature under variable conditions effectively, which combines the advantages of order tracking, EEMD and 1.5 dimension spectrum. Order tracking is used to convert the non-stationary vibration signals from time domain to angular domain stationary signal. EEMD decomposes the angular domain stationary signal into a series of narrow frequency band IMFs, and enhances the fault characteristic components in the characteristic IMF. 1.5 dimension spectrum is further performed on the characteristic IMF vibration signal and the background noise in the characteristic IMF is restrained, and the fault feature is extracted. The proposed method is applied to rolling bearing fault feature extraction under variable conditions to verify the effectiveness. The results confirm that it performs better than Hilbert transform demodulation method. The rolling bearing outer raceway fault characteristic order is effectively extracted.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The basic rationale of order tracking, EEMD and 1.5 dimension spectrum is presented in Section 2. The proposed method for Rolling bearing fault feature extraction under variable conditions is discussed in Section 3. The experimental validation is presented in Section 4. Finally, conclusion is given in Section 5.
Basic rationale

Order tracking
Order tracking is widely applied to analysis non-stationary vibration signal in the varying-speed condition, which adopts equal-angle resample method to remove the non-stationary characteristics. The process of order tracking is as follows [9] .
Assuming that the shaft is under a constant acceleration condition, shaft angle can be represented with a quadratic equation given by:
where , , are unknown coefficients, they can be calculated by three successive keyphasors' arrival times ( , , ). The shaft angle increments is Δ = 360°:
Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1), solve the equations, and are obtained as follows:
Then resample time is calculated:
where Δ is the equal-angle resample spacing in angular domain, and is the integer. After the resample time is obtained, the corresponding vibration amplitude at is calculated with interpolation. By this means, the non-stationary vibration signal is converted from time domain into angular domain stationary signal with equal-angle resample method.
More details about order tracking are discussed in reference [9].
EEMD method
EEMD is a nonlinear signal processing method. EEMD is a new signal processing method proposed by Huang on the basis of EMD, which overcomes the problem of modal aliasing. The EEMD algorithm can be described as follows [14-17]:
(1) Initialize the number of ensemble M and the amplitude of the added white noise.
(2) The signal added th white noise is obtained:
where ( ) is original vibration signal, and ( ) represents the noise-added signal of the th trial.
(3) Repeat step (1) and (2) with independent white noise series for hundreds epochs.
(4) Calculate the mean of corresponding IMFs as the final output pattern.
1.5 dimension spectrum
1.5 dimension spectrum can eliminate background noise and provide more information than classical methods such as envelope spectrum analysis [19] .
1.5 dimension spectrum ( ) is defined as the diagonal slice spectrum of the third-order cumulant of a signal ( ), and it is denoted as:
where ( ) is Fourier transform of ( ), * ( ) is complex conjugate of ( ).
The proposed method
Under variable conditions, rolling bearing characteristic orders are calculated as follows [20, 21] :
= 2 1 + cos ,
where is the shaft spin order. , , and are rolling element diameter, pitch diameter, rolling element contact angle and number of rolling elements, respectively. and are the outer raceway fault characteristic order and the inner raceway fault characteristic order, respectively.
In this paper, to effectively extract fault features under variable conditions, we employ order tracking to convert the time domain non-stationary vibration signal to angular domain stationary signal, EEMD is used to refine the vibration characteristics, and 1.5 dimension is further adopted to extract the fault features. The procedures of the proposed method are as follows:
1) Get the time domain sample signal from sampling the vibration acceleration signal and the pulse signal at the same time;
2) Set threshold value of the pulse signal in order to get the pulse arrival time; 3) According to the pulse time it can be drawn up speed change diagram; 4) According to the velocity determine the highest order and set angle domain sampling points; 5) Use three successive pulse arrival times in order to calculate unknown coefficients ; 6) Through determine the angle increment Δ , then get the corresponding point in time ; 7) According to , interpolate the vibration acceleration signal into corresponding place and complete the angle domain resampling; 8) After the angle domain resampling, deal with EEMD to select characteristic IMF; 9) Perform 1.5 dimension spectrum to analyze the characteristic IMF and extract the weak fault feature.
10) The flowchart of the proposed method is presented in Fig. 1 .
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Experimental validation
Rolling bearings are the key parts of rotating machinery. In this paper, rolling bearing experimental vibration signal under variable condition is used to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. Fig. 2 is the multi-function experimental setup, which consists of motor, testing rolling bearing, accelerometer, photoelectric sensor and other components. The experimental setup is driven by the motor. The testing rolling bearing with outer raceway fault was mounted at the shaft end, which is shown in Fig. 3 . The photoelectric sensor picks up the speed pulse signals.
The experimental setup operated in speeding up to simulate rolling bearing under variable condition. The rotor speed rose from 0 to 420 rpm, and the motor is used to change the rotor speed. The sampling frequency was 10000 Hz, and the sampling time was 20 seconds. The vibration signal of rolling bearing is picked up with accelerometer, and it is shown in Fig. 4. From Fig. 4 , the rolling bearing vibration signal in time domain during speeding up is complex, and no more fault information can be obtained.
The rotating speed of rolling bearing during speeding up is illustrated in Fig. 5 . From Fig. 5 , the speeding up of rolling bearing is a non-stationary process, and the speed changes violently. The FFT spectrum of the vibration signal is presented in Fig. 6 . The frequency components are abundant, and we cannot find the useful characteristic frequency components. From Fig. 6 , it shows that the traditional FFT spectrum analysis is not suitable for rolling bearing fault feature extraction under variable condition. To extract the fault feature, the vibration signal is transformed from time domain to angular domain with order tracking, and the result is illustrated in Fig. 7 .
To further extract the rolling bearing fault feature, EEMD is performed to decompose the angular domain vibration signal into a series IMFs. The vibration energy of each IMF is calculated, and the results are illustrated in Fig. 8 . From Fig. 8 , the largest vibration energy occurs in the first IMF, and the outer race fault feature of rolling bearing is enhanced in the first IMF, so the first IMF is selected as the characteristic IMF for rolling bearing outer race fault. Fig. 9 . Based on the shaft spin order and the geometric parameters of the testing rolling bearing, the outer raceway fault characteristic order is calculated with Eq. (7), which is 5.2 . In Fig. 9 , there exist three clear feature orders, which are , 2.5 and 5.2 , respectively. The outer raceway fault characteristic order = 5.2 is obviously extracted, which coincide with the outer raceway fault of the testing rolling bearing. The proposed method well reveals under variable condition. Fig. 10. In Fig. 10 , there are no obvious feature orders, and outer raceway fault characteristic order is not extracted. Hilbert transform method fails to reveal the outer raceway fault of the testing rolling bearing. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a hybrid method based on order tracking and EEMD for rolling bearing fault feature extraction under variable conditions. Order tracking is adopted to transform the non-stationary vibration signal to angular domain stationary signal, EEMD is used to select the characteristic IMF and 1.5 dimension spectrum is further employed to extract fault characteristic order.
The proposed method is applied to analyze the rolling bearing vibration signal under variable condition, and the result confirms that it performs better than other method and effectively extracts rolling bearing outer raceway fault characteristic order. 
